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Motion Flow-Based Video Retrieval
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose the use of motion vectors
embedded in MPEG bitstreams to generate so-called “motion
flows”, which are applied to perform video retrieval. By using
the motion vectors directly, we do not need to consider the shape
of a moving object and its corresponding trajectory. Instead, we
simply “link” the local motion vectors across consecutive video
frames to form motion flows, which are then recorded and stored
in a video database. In the video retrieval phase, we propose a new
matching strategy to execute the video retrieval task. Motions that
do not belong to the mainstream motion flows are filtered out by
our proposed algorithm. The retrieval process can be triggered
by query-by-sketch or query-by-example. The experiment results
show that our method is indeed superb in the video retrieval
process.
Index Terms—Motion analysis, video retrieval.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE development of video technology in recent years has
become a very important research field [2], [6], [14]–[16],
[21]. Considering the rapid increase in digital video content, an
efficient way to access and manipulate the information in a vast
database has become a challenging and timely issue. Some commercial search engines, such as Google [19] and Yahoo! [20],
have started to extend their services to video searching on the
Internet, and it is already possible to search for video clips by inputting keywords. However, commonly adopted features, such
as color, texture, or shape, are still insufficient to describe the
rich visual content of a video clip. In the past few years, the
area of content-based multimedia retrieval has attracted worldwide attention. Some experimental systems, for example, QBIC
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[1], Virage [9], PhotoBook [7], VisualSeek [8], Video-Q [2], and
Netra-V [10] have successfully applied semantic-based visual
content to multimedia database retrieval. Among the different
types of features used in previous content-based video retrieval
(CBVR) systems, the motion feature has played a very important role. A motion-based feature can be further processed into
a feature that covers spatial and temporal characteristics simultaneously. Such a feature has a better chance of effectively executing video retrieval tasks.
A large number of motion-based video retrieval systems have
been proposed in the past decade [1], [2], [5], [6], [11]–[13].
VideoQ [2] is a notable approach that directly addresses motion-based characterization of video content. In fact, most existing CBVR systems utilize motion as one of the features when
executing a search process. The major difference among these
systems is the way they extract and manage a motion-based feature in the video retrieval process. We can classify existing motion descriptors into two types: 1) statistics-based and 2) object-based. Researchers who work with the first type use statistics to analyze the tendency and distribution of local motion.
For example, Fablet et al. [6] used causal Gibbs models to represent the spatio-temporal distribution of the dynamic content
in a video shot. Ma and Zhang [11] generated a multi-dimensional vector by measuring the energy distribution of a motion vector field. In MPEG-7 [13], some fundamental bases of
motion activity, such as intensity, direction, and spatial-temporal distribution, have been adopted to retrieve content from
video databases. With regard to object-based motion descriptors, Chang et al. [2] proposed grouping regions that are similar
in color, texture, shape, and motion together to form a video
object. They adopted the query-by-sketch mechanism (QBS) to
retrieve video content from a database. The constituents of their
video database comprise a set of trajectories formed by linking
the centroids of video objects across consecutive frames. In [5],
Dagtas et al. proposed using a combination of trajectory- and
trail-based models to characterize the motion of a video object.
They adopted a Fourier transform-based similarity metric and a
two-stage comparison strategy to search for similar trajectories.
Although a number of video object segmentation algorithms
[14]–[16] have been proposed in the past decade, this issue is
still a very challenging task due to its complexity and ill-posed
nature.
Both statistics-based and object-based approaches have their
own advantages and drawbacks. A statistics-based approach is
usually fast in computation. However, its drawback is the poor
power on characterizing relational features. An object-based
motion descriptor, on the other hand, needs to record the trajectory of a video object; therefore, segmentation of video objects
is indispensable to the process. However, it is well known that
the segmentation of video objects is an ill-posed problem that
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makes it impossible to “automatically” and “correctly” derive
the centroids of video objects across consecutive frames in
every case. On the other hand, it is not feasible to calculate
the above-mentioned trajectory, because the process is very
time consuming. For some real world applications, such as
web searches, video annotation must be efficient and precise,
since its results can be used to make several comparisons.
Therefore, we propose a new approach that makes the CBVR
process as accurate as possible. Since most stored videos are
compressed, we directly utilize the motion vectors embedded
in an MPEG bitstream to develop a motion descriptor. It is
known that motion vectors only record the direction and magnitude of movement between corresponding macroblocks of
two consecutive anchor frames, as they are only comprised of
local data that does not have much semantic meaning. In this
study, we utilize the consistency of motion direction, the color
distribution, and the overlapping area between macroblocks
of two consecutive frames to “link” all neighboring motion
vectors. These linked motion vectors form so-called “motion
flows”, which contain more semantic meaning than the original
motion vector data. Since a large moving object may occupy
several macroblocks and produce multiple motion flows, we
also propose an algorithm to reduce motion flows that are
similar in shape to one or more representative motion flows. We
approximate these representative motion flows by generating
control points and storing them in a database as models. In
addition, our approach allows multiple representative motion
flows for an object, if it contains several independent moving
parts.
Fig. 1 shows the procedure of the proposed approach. We first
segment videos into shots [22], [23], eliminate global camera
motion, and then extract the residual local motion vectors from
each frame. Since motion vectors are dispersed in the spatial
domain, we construct motion flows from the vectors to generate continual motion information as a trajectory. Finally, we
remove redundant motion flows and store the remainder in the
database. When a user wants to query a specific motion, he/she
can draw a trajectory on a sketch-based interface, and the system
will retrieve a set of trajectories that are similar to the query.
Although our method is more close to object-based approach,
it has several advantages in comparison with the state of the art
object-based approaches [1], [2], [5], [6]. In [1], [2], [5], and [6],
the methods they propose all need to spend extra computation
power to handle object segmentation or to compute optical flows
in the spatial domain. However, the derivation of motion flows
in our approach is executed in the compressed domain directly.
Since the motion vectors that can be used for establishing motion flows are already encoded in MPEG bitstreams, the derivation process is much easier than calculating video objects in the
spatial domain. To compare with other work that also generates
trajectories directly from motion vectors, our approach is also
better. In [24], Babu and Ramakrishnan proposed a compressed
domain video retrieval mechanism using object and global motion descriptors. They generate trajectories from motion vectors
and then group homogeneous trajectories to form objects. Since
the scheme has to deal with the object segmentation issue, it
requires more computation time than our approach. The experiment results also show that our approach is indeed superb.
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Fig. 1. Procedure of our approach.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we describe how to construct motion flows from an
MPEG video. In Section III, we introduce a novel comparison
algorithm that calculates the similarity degree between two
distinct motion flows. We then present our experiment results
and conclusions in Sections IV and V, respectively.
II. CONSTRUCTING MOTION FLOWS FROM MPEG BITSTREAMS
In this section, we introduce the method for constructing motion flows from an MPEG bitstream. As mentioned in the previous section, some methods [4]–[6] have been proposed for annotating motion information in a video. Among them, the trajectory-based approach is probably the most popular. However,
its unstable nature and high computation cost have discouraged
its use as a representation/annotation tool. Furthermore, such
schemes take the path formed by linking the centroids of a video
object that appears across consecutive anchor frames. Therefore, if a user wants to retrieve the motion contributed by part
of a video object, the trajectory-based representation scheme
cannot provide a correct retrieval result. In view of this, we propose the direct usage of the motion vectors originally embedded
in an MPEG bitstream to construct motion flows in a shot. Although the motion vectors do not always correspond to the “real
motion” of objects in a video compared with the optical flow,
they are relatively easy to derive.
Before constructing the motion flows, we must perform some
preprocessing steps to compensate for camera motion. First,
we produce a motion vector field between the last P-frame in
the current GOP and the I-frame in the next GOP by using the
B-frames between the P- and I-frame, as proposed in [4]. This
yields a forward reference motion vector field between any two
consecutive anchor-frames (I- and P- frames). It is well known
that a motion vector field usually comprises camera motion, object motion, and noise. We assume that the global motion in a
video is contributed primarily by camera motion. Thus, we use
the following four-parameter global motion model, which is fast
and valid for most videos [4], to estimate the camera motion
from the motion vector field
(1)
Once the four parameters have been estimated, we can find
the degree of correspondence between each pixel in the current frame and its counterpart in the previous frame. The foreground pixels in the current frame can be identified if their color
changes significantly after the camera motion. In addition, information about local motion is also derivable if one subtracts
the estimated camera motion from the original motion vector
field. If several foreground pixels within a macroblock survive
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Initially, we select a motion flow that has the longest duration
in a shot. Suppose starts from time and ends at time , and
be a set of motion flows whose start and end times are
let
both within the duration of and . We remove a motion flow
, belonging to
, if it satisfies the following condition:
(3)

Fig. 2. Current motion vector and the four possible previous motion vectors
that could be linked to it.

the erosion process, the local motion corresponding to the macroblock can be regarded as robust. Otherwise, we ignore the
local motion, because it is probably from the background.
After the camera motion has been compensated for, we can
extract the local motion fields from the bitstreams. Each field
represents the movement of a macroblock between two consecutive anchor frames. However, a field is not usually continuous in the spatio-temporal domain, since motion vectors always start at regular places, but they could end anywhere. Thus,
when we try to make the necessary connections between two
local motion fields, each macroblock in the current frame may
overlap with four macroblocks in the previous frame, as shown
in Fig. 2. In other words, it is possible that several candidate
local motions located in the previous frame could be connected
to a local motion in the current frame. Therefore, we use the following three criteria to choose the most reliable candidate for
the current local motion: 1) the consistency of motion direction;
2) the color distribution; and 3) the overlapping area between
macroblocks in the previous and the current frames. Suppose
is a local motion and denotes the set of candidates of
in the previous anchor frame. The most reliable candi, is chosen according to the following rule:
date,
(2)
where , , and denote the angle formed by
and a
possible candidate , the color histogram difference between
macroblocks, and the overlapping area between macroblocks,
respectively. Furthermore, all the parameters are normalized
and
so that all values fall within the range [0,1], and
are weighted values that balance the influence of the three
has been
factors. Once the most reliable candidate of
determined, we link the local motions acquired at different time
spots to form a single motion flow for each macroblock.
Since a large moving object may cover several similar motion
flows, we remove redundant flows and preserve one or more
representative motion flows from all the similar motion flows.

where and are, respectively, the start and end times of moand denote the spatial position of and at
tion flow ;
time respectively; and
and
denote the spatial position
of and at time respectively. If the average of the relative
spatial distance between and is lower than a given threshold
, we consider to be a subsegment of . As can be retrieved
from by a partial matching process, it is redundant and can be
removed. We then consider as the representative of the motion
and store it in the database. Next, we
flow removed from
again select the motion flow with the longest duration from the
remaining motion flows, and repeat the above process until all
motion flows are either stored or removed. Here, we only consider motion flows longer than 3 s in order to avoid the effects
of noise and reduce the size of the database.
Fig. 3(b) shows different representative motion flows of the
video clip shown in Fig. 3(a). The original motion flows (with
) are shown on the left-hand side, and the motion flows
after applying the removal process using different thresholds are
shown in the middle and on the right-hand side, respectively. It
is obvious that the value of controls the number of representative motion flows. One may ask: what is the optimal value of
that is most appropriate for different kinds of test videos. To
analyze this issue, we used three test videos to conduct a series
of experiments. Among the three videos, video 1 and video 2
(Fig. 4) were 30 min long and video 3 was 60 min in length.
Fig. 4 shows three different curves. These three curves indicate
the number of representative motion flows derived by using different values. According to the three curves, it is not difficult to
explain why the value was set to 0.1 for all subsequent experiments. As we can see from the curves corresponding to video 1
and video 2, the total number of motion flows were 11968 and
7176, respectively, when the value of was 0. When the value
of was set to 0.1, their corresponding number of motion flows
dropped to 2578 and 2519, respectively. From this point, when
one increased the value of to 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4, the total number
of representative motion flows didn’t drop significantly. A similar situation occured in the case of video 3. Therefore, we sugfor all subsequent experiments. Since this
gest to use
issue is basically an ill-posed problem, we believe the best way
for deriving an appropriate value is through a large number of
experiments. In addition to the issue discussed above, we also
found several reasons that may influence the curves shown in
Fig. 4. First, the size of the moving objects in a video will influence the number of representative motion flows a lot. The larger
the moving object is, the faster the number of representative motion flows decreased when one changes the value. Second, the
complexity of a video also influence the number of representative motion flows. If a video is very complicated (a lot of object
motion), then its corresponding number of motion flows will be
larger.
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Fig. 3. (a) Original video clip. (b) Representative motion flows selected with
threshold  = 0, 0.05, and 0.1.

Fig. 4. Relationship between  and the number of representative motion flows.

Fig. 5 shows another example of representative motion flows
derived from a video sequence containing multiple moving objects and global camera motion. Since the movement of each
object is different, several representative motion flows are generated concurrently to represent the way the objects move. The
extraction of motion flows is therefore much faster and easier
than deriving a trajectory, but there still exist two problems when
we construct motion flows from motion vectors. First, the occlusion of multiple moving objects can cause a macroblock to be
intra-coded, which means we could miss motion information.
Thus, a complete motion flow for each moving object may not
be derived. The region surrounded by dotted lines in Fig. 5 illustrates the above situation. The sudden termination of motion
flows is apparently caused by the occlusion of two of the football players. Second, since we remove the camera motion before
extracting the local motion from a video, the motion flow will
break off if a moving object stops temporarily.
III. COARSE-TO-FINE TRAJECTORY COMPARISON
Having constructed the motion flows from each shot, we propose a new algorithm that compares the degree of similarity between a query trajectory and the trajectories formed by the motion flows in a database. Since we are looking for “similar” clips
in the database, some geometric transformation, such as scaling
or translation, should be handled. Here, we do not consider
rotation invariance because the direction, i.e., up-and-down or
left-and-right, usually has semantic meaning in a video. For example, if one wants to query a “jump” motion, the trajectory

Fig. 5. (a) Original video clip. (b) Representative motion flows derived from
the video sequence in (a).

should start from a lower position, pass through a higher position and then return to the lower position. Also, the issue of partial matching must be handled if a user provides an incomplete
query. In the following, we propose a simple, but fast, algorithm
for comparing two distinct trajectories (motion flows).
To reduce the time complexity and minimize the storage
space required, we remove redundant points from a trajectory,
leaving only a few necessary points to represent it. We then
choose a famous top-down method—the Douglas-Peucker
algorithm [3]—to select the necessary control points from
the trajectory. The algorithm starts by using a straight line
(called the anchor line) to connect the start and end points of
the trajectory. Once the perpendicular distance between any
intermediate point and the anchor line is larger than a given
threshold, the trajectory is split into two segments via the
farthest intermediate point. The process continues until all the
perpendicular distances are smaller than a pre-set threshold.
Finally, the chosen intermediate points and the two end points
are reserved as the control points of the trajectory.
to denote the poTraditionally, researchers have used
sition of a control point on a trajectory in a spatio-temporal domain. Unlike conventional approaches, we use six positive real
to represent a control point on
numbers
a trajectory, where denotes the cumulative length of the trajectory from the first control point to the current control point;
denotes the cumulative positive/negative movement
and
along the x- or y-axis from the first control point to the current
control point. Now, let and be the trajectories of the query
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and a model in the database, respectively. In a QBS case, we
normalize the length of both trajectories into a unit length before comparing them. This guarantees the requirement of scale
,
,
and
of
invariance. Therefore, the parameters ,
each control point on the two trajectories have to be normalized
by dividing them by the length of and , respectively.
According to the six parameters of a control point, and
are utilized to make a fair comparison. We align both and
by calculating the length or duration from the first control
, we interpolate a correpoint. For each control point on
.
sponding point that has the same cumulative length onto
In a query-by-sketch (QBS) video retrieval system, the “ ” value
is used as the basis to conduct the alignment task, because we
only consider the similarity between and in the spatial domain, as shown in Fig. 6(a). On the other hand, the “ ” value
plays a crucial role when a video retrieval system incorporates
the query-by-example (QBE) approach, as shown in Fig. 6(b).
The control points and the corresponding points are labeled by
circles and triangles, respectively. In this scenario, the insertion
of corresponding points on and is dependent on either “ ”
, we
or “ ”. Now, for each control point on the trajectory
. Assume
can interpolate a corresponding point located on
the total number of control points and their corresponding points
located on and are both . Let
and
be the set of points (including the
control points and inserted corresponding points) located on
and , respectively. We call the points in set
and
“check
points”, each of which can be represented by
in the spatial domain. In order to compare two arbitrary trajectories, we define a metric as follows:

(4)

denote the th and the th check points
where and
and , respectively;
of two partial trajectories located on
and
represent the difference between the
th and the th check points of
and
, respectively; and
is a 1 4 vector, and its subsequent part
in (4) is a 4 2 matrix. We take the absolute value of each elebefore the matrix operation is exment of
ecuted, because we want to accumulate all movements including
negative ones. Therefore, the operation on the right-hand side
is only
of (4) generates a 1 2 vector. Also,
a rough estimation of the distance between two partial trajectories (each trajectory runs from the -th check point to the -th
check point) located on and , respectively. With the above
distance metric, we can define the total distance metric between
and as follows:
(5)
The norm defined in (5) is an -norm.
The advantage of the proposed representation scheme is that
we do not really need to compare the check points pair by pair.
One factor to be noted, however, is that all the elements that

Fig. 6. Alignment task in (a) QBS and (b) QBE.

form the vector of a check point on a trajectory are positive and
the magnitude of each one is accumulated from the beginning.
in
Therefore, if we choose an intermediate check point
and its corresponding check point
in , we can be sure that

(6)
Equation (6) tells us that a coarse-to-fine search strategy is
feasible for a trajectory-based query. In the first step of the
and , we simply check the value of
comparison between
. This step only needs to consider four check
,
,
, and
. Since the value of
points
must be equal to or larger than that of
, we can
is not similar to
if the
quickly determine that trajectory
is larger than a predefined
returned value of
threshold .
, we seek the second
Once the value of
and , respectively, by checking
and
check points on
. If
is chosen as
, we can insert
to the right posiand
and vice versa. Furthermore,
and
tion between
can be divided into four subtrajectories by
and
. In
and
this case, we only compute the sum of
as the distance between the subtrajectories. If
the distance between two distinct subtrajectories is still larger
than a predefined threshold , will be filtered out. Otherwise,
and
to further compute
and
we insert
. The above newly computed distances replace
, and the process is executed rethe value of
peatedly until the computed distance is larger than , or there
are no more intermediate check points within each subtrajectory.
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
To test the effectiveness of our method, we conducted two
sets of experiments: one on a video database generated from a
compressed 3-hour MPEG-7 test video sequence in MPEG-1
format, and the other on a compressed 4-hour MPEG-2 surveillance video taken at eight different locations.
The 3-h test video contained more than one thousand shots of
different subjects, including news, sports, documentaries, and
home videos. In this set of experiments, we extracted approximately six thousand motion flow-based trajectories from the one
. If is
thousand video shots based on a preset threshold
selected as an improper high value, most of the motion flows will
be eliminate and some representable motion would be no longer
exist in the database. Oppositely, if we select a lower value for
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Fig. 8. Precision-Recall diagram for QBE and QBS.

Fig. 7. (a) Example of the retrieval result using query-by-sketch. (b) Another
example of the same process.

, more motion flows will be kept in the database and thus help
increase the recall of query result. But redundant motion flows
will also increase the query time and decrease the precision of
query result at the same time. On the other hand, the weight
values of and in (2) were set 0.2 and 0.3, respectively, in all
experiments. Thus, the average number of motion-flow trajectories extracted from each shot was six. To simplify the experimental process, we only used the longest trajectory in each shot
for comparison. We consider this reasonable because, in most
cases, the constituent trajectories of a shot have similar tendencies, and the longest one is usually the most representative. We
used our specially designed user interface to sketch a trajectory
as an input query. The system computed all related data from the
query and compared it with the data extracted from the longest
trajectory of each shot. In the experiments, the average response
time for a query was less than one second. Fig. 7 illustrates two
sets of experiment results, both derived by the QBS approach.
In Fig. 7(a), the video database is queried by a cyclic motion and
the three most similar candidates are retrieved and listed from
top to bottom according to their degree of similarity. The first
row of the image sequence shows a farmer using a harvesting
tool; the second row shows the movement of basketball players;
and the third row shows a man shaking his head. All three retrieved image sequences have a cyclic motion. The advantage of
this approach is that our algorithm does not need to segment a
moving object in a video clip. To demonstrate the superiority of
our approach, suppose we segment the man in the third retrieved
image sequence in Fig. 7(a). We cannot detect a cyclic motion,
because the trajectory formed by linking the centroids of a video
object located in consecutive frames is quite steady. However,
our approach can retrieve the cyclic motion caused by the movement of the face. In Fig. 7(b), we show another example in which
we adopted a repeated jump motion as the query. The first and
second sequences both show the movement of girls jumping on
a spring mattress, while the third sequence shows two people
dancing in a room. Fig. 8 shows how the performance varies
with QBE and QBS in the Precision-Recall diagram, which is a

common way for evaluating performance in visual information
retrieval. “Precision” measures how precise the search results
are, and “Recall” measures the completeness of available relevant results. They are defined as

We manually divided all the test shots into five categories
(jumping, cyclic moving, turning, horizontal and vertical
moving) according to the style of object motion within the
clips. Each category contained 20 to 40 shots. If a shot
contained more than two different motion styles, it was not
considered in our experiment. According to Fig. 8, it is obvious
that the performance of QBE is always a little bit better than that
of QBS. In real-world applications, the QBE or QBS retrieval
strategy can be applied to surveillance systems. In the future, it
is possible to collect hundreds of thousands of trajectory-based
video events from different locations. The QBS or QBE search
strategy does not intend to identify a single event. Instead, it is
intended for retrieving a small set of similar trajectories from
the database. Since the search space is significantly reduced,
we can apply a more precise (or detailed) strategy to do finer
search.
Fig. 9 shows another experiment on the relationship between
the response time and the number of trajectories. Each trajectory contains more than 20 control points in this experiment.
Since the QBE process is always achieved by selecting a candidate from the result of QBS, both QBE and QBS have very
similar performance on query time. The response times of the
above video retrieval queries were very short due to our specially designed comparison procedure. Clearly, our system can
retrieve reasonably close motion from a video database through
a quick sketch. However, if a sketch is too simple, our system
will respond with many hard-to-judge retrieval results. Fig. 10
illustrates an example of this problem. Suppose we query the
video database by a simple straight motion from right to left.
Several similar candidates will be retrieved, so we will need
to spend time browsing and looking for the video clips we requested. This is to be expected, because the less information we
provide to the system, the less specific the solutions we will get.
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Fig. 11. Surveillance video clips taken at eight different locations.

Fig. 9. Relationship between the response time and the number of trajectories.

Fig. 12. Example of the retrieval result using query-by-sketch in a stairway
scenario. The top four retrieved results (out of 108 video clips) are all related
video clips.

Fig. 10. Retrieval results of simple right-to-left-motions.

Since the query shown in Fig. 10 contains very little information, we can only retrieve very “rough” results. Therefore, if we
have more information about the trajectory of a motion, we can
draw a “closer” (more complicated) query to retrieve video clips
from the database. The retrieved results will then be much closer
to the query, as shown by the cases in Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b).
In the first set of experiments, our goal was to refine our approach and demonstrate the flexibility of the proposed system.
Then, in the second set of experiments, we narrowed down the
domain and applied it to surveillance systems. We took a compressed 4-h MPEG-2 test video from eight different locations.
Fig. 11 shows the background views of the eight locations. From
the four-hour video, we extracted 108 video clips that contained
motion. We call these clips with motion “events.” To simplify
the QBS process, we used one of the eight locations as the background to assist in drawing a query sketch. The left-hand side
of Fig. 12 shows a query sketch of a man climbing a stairway.
Among the 108 events, the top three retrieved events were all of
the man climbing the stairway at different times in the sequence.

Fig. 13. Example of retrieval results using query-by-sketch on frames from an
in-house video surveillance system. Except for the frames in the second row, all
the retrieved results (out of 108 video clips) are related to the query trajectory.
The trajectory of the clips in the second row is included because it has a very
similar shape to those of the other retrieved results.

The fourth retrieved sequence was a descending the stairway
event, which was retrieved because of its high degree of similarity to the top three retrieved events. In another experiment,
we drew a climbing-wall trajectory with the help of the user interface (as shown in Fig. 13). From the top six retrieved events,
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it is obvious that the first, third, fourth, fifth, and sixth all relate
to the query. The second retrieved event happened at another location; however, its corresponding trajectory was very close to
the query sketch.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a new representation scheme
for local motion in videos. The major advantage of our approach
is that it does not need to perform object extraction and tracking
in the representation process. We use the information about motion vectors in an MPEG bitstream directly to generate some
trajectory-like motion flows to describe local motion. Since motion vectors are uniformly distributed in each video frame, we
can process a case of multiple moving objects in a shot. We
have also proposed a new matching algorithm that retrieves similar trajectories more accurately. However, there are still some
problems in the process of motion flow generation that must be
resolved. First, information about motion vectors is not always
reliable. The worst case is when there are multiple moving objects in a macroblock. As a macroblock is usually intra-coded,
it loses motion information in the bitstream. Second, since we
remove camera motion and extract local motion from a video, if
a moving object stops suddenly in a frame, the motion flow(s)
will break off, even if the object moves again later. We will address these problems in our future work.
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